
CHAPTER 15 SAMPLING FOR TESTS

chapter 15 audit sampling for tests of controls and substantive tests of transactions audit sampling the selection and
evaluation of less than percent of.

Two methods of simple random selection are use of a random number table, and use of the computer to
generate random numbers. There was an error discovered where there was no attribute. Systematic sample
selection:? Increase in population size. Audit decision determined by other audit decisions. What are the
causes of the individual exceptions? Assume the auditor chooses  If the auditor increases the sample size for
attribute 4 by 50 items and finds no additional exceptions, the CUER is 5. What is the EPER? Dates on entries
in purchases journal agree with dates on receiving reports. Check the price on other invoices to the same
customer. Increase in TER. The professional judgment of the auditor. The exception rate the auditor expects to
find in the population before testing begins. Does audit sampling apply? The sampling unit will therefore be
the warehouse removal slip. Duplicate sales invoice not properly filed. Terms: Effects on sample size when
increasing tolerable exception, estimated population exception rate, acceptable risk of assessing control risk
too low, and population size Diff: Moderate Objective: LO AACSB: Reflective thinking skills 35 The prior
year's sample exception rate is the auditor's best estimate of the exception rate in the population for the current
year. The extremely large TER is the major factor causing the difference. Sample result. Trace entries into
perpetual inventory records to determine that inventory is properly relieved for shipments. Recheck actual
price, extensions and postings; determine who the clerk was and check several other invoices for proper
indication of performance. See Check credit history of customer and evaluate collectibility of the customer's
account. Careful design of audit procedures and proper supervision and review are ways to reduce
nonsampling risk. The analysis attempts to tell the "why" and "how" of the exceptions after the auditor already
knows how many and what types of exceptions have occurred. Sample exception rate 7. Posting and
summarization continued e. Use an appropriate method of selecting sample items from the population. First
check number â€”  There are two ways to reduce sampling risk: 1. What are the objectives of the audit test?
The exception for the audit procedure, the duplicate sales invoice has been initialed indicating the performance
of internal verification, is the lack of initials on duplicate sales invoices. The auditor's options are to change
TER or ARACR, increase the sample size, or perform other substantive tests to determine whether there are
actually material misstatements in the population. Evidence of internal verification of voucher package
including propriety of purchase, dates, unit costs, prices, extensions, footings, account classification, recording
in journal, and posting and summarization. Determine who recorded the invoice and check several others
prepared by him or her to determine if the problem consistently occurs. Nonsampling error occurs when audit
tests do not uncover errors that exist in the sample. D recalculate the sample excluding the original 40 checks.
Increase in EPER. Price times quantity and other calculations on the vendor's invoice are correct. Analysis of
exceptions is necessary even when the population is acceptable because the auditor wants to determine the
nature and cause of all exceptions. Revising assessed control risk may be done if 1 or 2 is not practical and
additional substantive procedures are possible. Plan the sample Select the sample and perform the tests
Evaluate the results In replacement sampling, an element in the population can be included in the sample more
than once if the random number corresponding to that element is selected more than once.


